
Session 3 – Inserting Objects 

Computer 
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Homework 

Survey Results 

http://www.andrewtregoning.co.uk/obedience/admin_menu.htm


Recap on Last Session 

Paragraphs and Lists 



Example unformatted file “Stave One” 



Press ENTER to break up 

paragraphs 



Use TAB key to indent 1st Lines 



Titles centred and Re-sized 
Use Shift F3 to 

capitalize 

Italic 



Using Bulleted Lists 



First break into Sections (use ENTER) 



Select all the list and add bullets 



Select the sub points (Use CTRL) and 

Tab them across 



Using an Outline Numbered List 

Outline Numbered List 



Task 1 
Writing a letter of complaint 



Open the file “letter of complaint” 



Use Ctrl H to bring up the replace dialog 





Use Alt Shift D to insert today’s date 



Use Ctrl R to right align the address + date 



Centre EmBolden and Underline the title 



Add gaps between the 

paragraphs  

(press ENTER) 

Increase the line spacing 

in the body of the text to 

1.5 (Ctrl 5) 

If possible increase the 

font size to fill the page 

(Ctrl ]) 

Tidying Up 



Task 2 
Complaining about faulty 

building work 



Open the file “Faulty Building Work” 

Format it 

using the 

techniques 

you have 

just learnt 



Inserting Graphics 

By default when you insert a picture Word 

will treat it as if it is just a very large letter 

and position it in line with the last letter 

typed: -   
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Inserting Graphics 

By default when you insert a picture Word  

will treat it as if it is just a very large letter  

and position it in line with the last letter  

 

 

 

typed: -                       this is called “In Line with Text” 



Inserting Graphics 

If you want to be able to move the object you 

must first change the “wrap settings”  

 

 

 

 
Click on the picture to 

display its “handles” 



Inserting Graphics 

Look for the text wrap icon – either in a separate 

toolbar (Word 2003) or under Picture Tools > 

Format (Word 2007) 

 

 

 
Select an 

appropriate style 



Have a go at WP Task 9 



Have a go at WP Task 9 



Additional Task 

Open the file: 

Lorem Ipsum Dolor Sit Amet 

Experiment inserting clipart 

and changing wrap settings 



Preparation for Next Week 

Insert a Table with 7 

columns and 6 rows 



That’s it folks! 

You can all go for a lie down in a 

darkened room now! 


